
4 CAMPUS SUTRA
JACKETS TO COVER
EVERY SITUATION

At Campus Sutra, we don’t begrudge the seasons, because it means we get to bring out some of our
beloved jackets throughout the year. Without the sheath, it feels like a missing piece of the armor. 

Building a closet takes time but when you choose great pieces that you’ll love and care for, you
ensure that you’ll always thrive in style. There is obviously a tonne of options when it comes to

jackets. High fashion to technical performance, fur to faux leather, long vs cropped— the choices
never end. 

But we have narrowed down 4 types of jackets that are essential for every closet. With these pieces,
you are covered for every situation. We are a collective of quirky minded fashion advocates

perpetually vouching for you to look great, feel great.

The long coat is one of the most enduring
and timeless pieces. A symbol of refinement

and effortless elegance. With wide range of
colours, materials and even cut options for

long coats. Think: white sherpa for a special
night out.

Long coat outfits are quite straightforward,
being one of the most adaptable pieces of
outerwear. Possessing the ability to dress

down as well as dress up an outfit. The coat
can be paired with sneakers just as well as

with heels. The versatility is one of the
reasons why we adore the long coat and why

it will never go out of style, which is all the
more reason to find your next coat on

Campus Sutra Website.

The Long Coat
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Oh! The effortless denim jacket. We adore how denim gives a nostalgic throwback to a simpler
time. The ceaselessly casual, laid-back style is simply refreshing and soothing. Anyone who says

denim is a trend is dreaming. Denim is a steadily ingrained tradition.
Denim has great layering, wear-it-year-round potential. Upon your preference, you can dress your
denim up or down. The slim-fit style gives a more casual vibe during the day and pairs well with a
dress for a night out. For a wide choice in denim pieces, check out our Campus Sutra collection. 

Bomber. The quiet wardrobe hero that
always deliver. Bomber jackets have
developed into a phenomenon that

knows no border, language or culture.
Being versatile, gender-neutral and
relevant to all ages, Bomber Jackets

have never been more widely
recognized across the world than it is

now.
A perfectly fitted bomber exudes cool. A

great layering piece. This jacket can be
considered a canvas for personal

expression as patterns, patches and
colours all appear on this style. The

sturdy construction and timeless
fashion mean it’s still in circulation if

you browse on the Campus Sutra
collection. 

Who doesn’t love to be wrapped on one
cozy jacket? The best choice for an
athleisure jacket is the puffer jacket. It’s
a practical way out to keep you cosy and
warm in everyday wear. A technical
piece that are extremely functional for
outdoor and casual daily needs.
Opt for a bright sherpa hue to create a
statement and a colour that you can pair
with everything. The modern puffer
comes in flattering silhouettes and
cropped cuts that hug the body. The
high-cut doesn’t renounce warmth. It’s
simply a mater of aesthetic preference.
Find a puffer jacket that lifts your spirits,
and those around you by refusing to be
ordinary on the Campus Sutra website.

The Puffer Jacket

The Bomber Jacket

When you prepare yourself with these 4 essential jackets, you are set for every and any occasion.
Jackets are some of the most important pieces one can own. The ideal compliment to your outfit.
As matter of fact, it can even be a stand-in for your attire in certain situations. You’ll embrace it,

just like a great jacket embraces you. Each of our top picks have a distinct quality, so you can pick
the perfect jacket for each situation. 


